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Our Individual Intaglios are at the heart of what we do. We search the globe for these miniature art-forms that tell stories which have been handed down through time. Whether in natural plaster, handsome red wax or meticulously blackened, you will enjoy displaying these stories told through this unique medium.
2. Confiding The Infant Mars To Pripus To Be Educated
3. Venus And Mars
4. Tityos, The Son Of Zeus And Elara
5. Latona Flying From The Serpent Python
6. Ares, The God Of War
7. Classic Pose Of The Three Graces
8. Psyche And Pan
9. Mars Gradivus
10. Apollo Exchanging His Caduceus For The Lyre Of Mercury
11. A Bust Of Aurora Issuing From The Clouds
12. Minerva With Her Principle Attributes, The Olive Branch And Owl
13. Diana In The War With The Titans Pierces One Of Them With An Arrow
14. Minerva With Her Principle Attributes, The Olive Branch And Owl
15. Apollo, In The Attitude Of Singing To His Lyre
16. A Bust Of Aurora Issuing From The Clouds
17. Jupiter Resuming His Divinity And Manifesting Himself To Proserpine
18. Venus And Mars
19. Classic Pose Of The Three Graces
20. Psyche And Pan
22. Classic Pose Of The Three Graces
23. A Bust Of Aurora Issuing From The Clouds
24. Apollo, In The Attitude Of Singing To His Lyre
25. Jupiter Resuming His Divinity And Manifesting Himself To Proserpine
27. Cybele With Her Crown Of Towers
28. Jupiter And Callisto
29. Ganymede, The Nectar Cup Holder Of Zeus
30. Latona Flying From The Serpent Python
31. Apollo Exchanging His Caduceus For The Lyre Of Mercury
32. Mars Gradivus
33. Ares, The God Of War
34. Classic Pose Of The Three Graces
35. A Bust Of Aurora Issuing From The Clouds
36. Apollo, In The Attitude Of Singing To His Lyre
37. Jupiter Resuming His Divinity And Manifesting Himself To Proserpine
39. Cybele With Her Crown Of Towers
40. Jupiter And Callisto
41. Ganymede, The Nectar Cup Holder Of Zeus
048 
Juno Charging The Shepherd Argus To Watch The Heifer
2"x1.75"

049  
Minerva Animating The Human Figure Formed In Clay By Prometheus
2.125"x1.425"

050  
Mercury Transforming Aglaulus To A Stone
2"x1.5"

051  
Ganymede Presenting A Cup Of Nectar To The Eagle Of Jupiter
2.125"x1.425"

052  
Jupiter In Form Of An Owl At The Feet Of Juno
1.875"x1.25"

053  
Jupiter Hurling A Thunderbolt At Typhon
2.125"x1.425"

054  
Mercury, Holding The Caduceus, Seated On A Ram
1.5"x1.625"

055  
Diana Aerea Extinguishing The Torch Of Day
1.5"x1.625"

056  
Diana Seated, Caressing A Hind, An Animal Which Was Sacred To Her
1.5"x1.5"

057  
Ganymede Portrait
1.35"x1.625"

058  
Ino, The Mortal Queen Of Thebes
1.5"x2"

059  
Mercury And Minerva Seated At The Entrance Of The Infernal Regions
2.25"x1.25"
**Mercury Killing Hippolitus**
2.5”x1.5”

**Jupiter In Love With Danae Changed Himself To A Shower Of Gold**
2.125”x1.375”

**Enceladus Being Buried By Minerva Under Mount Etna**
2.075”x1.875”

**Mercury And Venus Having Arrows Made For War**
2.5”x2.125”

**Tityus In Torture**
1.75”x1.5”

**The Death Of Procris**
2”x1.625”

**Artemis’ Wild Deer**
1.875”x1.5”

**Hebe Presenting A Cup Of Nectar To The Eagle Of Jupiter**
2”x1.625”

**Venus Sat Cupid**
1.875”x2.25”

**Nemean, The Lion**
2.625”x2.125”

**Venus And Cupid**
1.875”x2.75”

**Mercury And Venus Having Arrows Made For War**
2.5”x2.125”
INDIVIDUAL INTAGLIOS

071  Mercury And Venus In Their Horse-Drawn Chariot 2.5" x 2.25"
072  Centaur Being Slain By Lapith 2.25" x 2"
073  Mercury And Venus Carousing 2" x 2.25"
074  Cherubs 3" x 2.5"
075  Endymion 2.25" x 2.25"
076  Zeus And Ganymede 2.75" x 2.25"
077  Zeus, Father Of The Gods 2.5" x 2.75"
078  Hercules And Nessus 3.25" x 3.25"

Intaglio Gallery
INTAGLIO STUDIES

We have selected from our individual intaglios to create these Intaglio “Studies” that make attractive groupings of related subject matter. They form interesting overall shapes suitable for display in your interior environments.
304
A Study Of Amour And Sensuality
Medium

305
A Study Of Eileithyia, Goddess Of Childbirth
Medium

306
A Study Of Greek War And Warriors
Medium

307
A Study Of Hermes, Aphrodite And Eros
Medium
254
A Study Of Euros
Medium, Large

255
A Study Of Eilythia
Medium, Large

256
A Study Of Ares
Medium, Large

257
A Study Of Euros
Medium, Large

258
A Study Of Eilythia
Medium, Large

259
A Study Of Diomedia
Medium, Large
A Study Of Hallirotus, Son Of Poseidon And Euryte

Medium, Large

A Study Of Hercules And Nemean, The Lion

Medium, Large
Collections Gallery

DISPLAYING MADE EASY
We have created themed Collections to help make displaying your intaglios quick and easy. Whether you choose to display Single Intaglios or one of our Intaglio Studies, there are many attractive options for you to choose from to match your interior. There are even Specialty Collections for that extra touch.
Choose your Frame style, Fillet, Matte Color and background fabric.

Background Options:

- SILK
  - SS: Sea Spray
  - LN: Lagoon
  - XY: Ivory
  - ME: Maple
  - WT: Walnut
  - XD: Espresso

- VELVETS
  - TV: Navy
  - BL: Sky
  - LN: Lagoon
  - SE: Sage
  - MN: Muslin
  - ME: Maple
  - WT: Walnut
  - EO: Espresso

Framing Options:

- 9001 GOLD LEAF FRAME
- 9011 SILVER LEAF FRAME
- WHITE MATTE
- IVORY MATTE
- GOLD LEAF FILLET
- SILVER LEAF FILLET

Sizing:

- S 13"x15"
- SS 13"x15"
- M 14"x16"
- LN 14"x16"
- XY 14"x16"
- ME 14"x16"
- WT 14"x16"
- XD 14"x16"

Available for:

- ORIGINAL COLLECTION - (OC)
- SINGLE INTAGLIO STUDIES (Page 14)
- INTAGLIO STUDIES (Page 20-22)

The Original Collection combines our Single or Intaglio Studies with your choice of a silk or linen background. Simply choose a frame, fillet and a white or ivory matte to create a simple, yet elegant way to present our beautiful Intaglios.
The Floating Collection is an especially unique way to highlight our beautiful intaglios. The glass background allows your wall-covering or paint color to serve as the background for your favorite Single Intaglio. Combined with your choice of gold or silver leaf frame and a double white or ivory matte makes this configuration a classy choice.

Framing Options:
- 9001 Gold Leaf Frame
- 9011 Silver Leaf Frame
- (W) Double White Matte
- (I) Double Ivory Matte

### Sizing:
- **S** 11” x 14”
- **S** 13” x 19”
- **M** 14” x 18”
- **M** 16” x 20”
- **L** 17” x 22”
- **L** 20” x 24”

Available for: SINGLE INTAGLIOS (Page 41)
SQUARE COLLECTION - (SQ)

The Square Collection offers the most choices available for displaying our Single Intaglios. Choose from a wide variety of frames (with matching fillets), background materials and mattes. Also available with the Square Collection is the option to choose any Single Intaglio in a handsome red wax. All of these options make the Square Collection one of our most versatile collections.

Background Options:
- SILK
- (SS) Sea Spray
- (LN) Lagoon
- (XY) Navy
- (ME) Sage
- (CE) Chartreuse
- (ME) Maple
- (WT) Walnut
- (XL) Espresso

Velvets:
- (IV) Ivory
- (LA) Light

Linens:
- (LN) Linen
- (NL) Natural

Framing Options:
- 9041 BLACK FRAME
- 9051 SLATE FRAME
- 9061 STONE FRAME
- 9071 CHAMPAGNE FRAME
- (P) Painted to match black fillet
- (P) Painted to match slate fillet
- (P) Painted to match stone fillet
- (P) Painted to match champagne fillet

Red Wax Option - (WX)

Any of our Single Intaglios are available in a stunning red wax option within the Square Collection. Simply pick out your favorite intaglio and we will cast it in red wax with the Square Collection framing options of your choice!

Sizing:
Specialty 18” x 18”

Available for:
- SINGLE INTAGLIOS
- Pages 4-15

Collections Gallery

PAINTED TO MATCH BLACK FILLET
PAINTED TO MATCH STONE FILLET
PAINTED TO MATCH CHAMPAGNE FILLET
The Monaco Collection is one of our most luxurious options. The combination of the available frame options (with matching fillet) and the rich gold metallic matte and fawn silk background makes for a stunning presentation.

Choose from these gorgeous framing options for a **stunning presentation** of our Single Intaglios.
Specialty Collections

Our Specialty Collections build upon the idea of our Standard Collections. These collections each tell stories documented by groupings of special intaglios skillfully displayed with framing options carefully selected to best compliment them.
Our Indenture Collection is one of our signature themed collections. The highlight of the collection is the historical document which provides the backdrop to large hand-colored intaglios.

Each intaglio is colored by hand to give them this unique look.
IC500
Large Seal: Edward IV, Court of Common Pleas, Period of Use: 1461-1483

IC503
Reverse of Henry VIII, 3rd Great Seal, Period of Use: 1542-1547

IC502
Edward Clinton, Earl of Lincoln Common Seal, Period of Use: 1572-1585

IC501
Henry VIII, 3rd Great Seal, Period of Use: 1542-1547

Specialty Collections Gallery
The Mother & Child Collection features our round intaglios which represent our largest intaglios. Here our intaglios are at their most crisp relief and clarity, allowing the viewer to celebrate the story portrayed in great detail.

Pair your choice of our *Round Intaglios* with our attractive framing options offered in this collection.
**Specialty Intaglios**

**MC525**
The Mother, Day, Bringing Light
6" Round

**MC526**
The Mother, Night, Bringing Darkness
6" Round

**MC527**
Aphrodite And Children
6" Round

**MC528**
Aphrodite And Adonis
6" Round
The Ascending Collections feature studies that are formed by carefully selecting from our collection of Individual Intaglios. The Ascending Studies are groupings that create an interesting progression from small intaglios at the outside to larger intaglios at the center.

Choose your favorite of these Frame styles, Matte Colors, and background fabrics to accent any of the Studies from our Ascending Collection.
Specialty Intaglios

AC550
A Study Of Medusa

AC551
A Study Of The Warrior Diana

AC552
A Study Of Venus In Her Chariot

AC553
A Study Of Psyche And Eros

AC554
A Study Of Pegasus

AC555
A Study Of Dante
BLACK COLLECTION - (BC)

These exotic black intaglios are each hand-colored to offer yet another interesting way to show our intaglios. Paired with a rich black pine frame and a custom black core matte, the framing options of the Black Collection add an exotic flair to these special Intaglios.
Specialty Intaglios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC575</td>
<td>A Study Of Pan And Psyche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC576</td>
<td>A Study Of Minos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC577</td>
<td>A Study Of Nereus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC578</td>
<td>A Study Of Venus And Aeneas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC579</td>
<td>A Study Of Titan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC580</td>
<td>A Study Of Zephyr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC581</td>
<td>A Study Of Aphrodite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC582</td>
<td>A Study Of Minerva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC583</td>
<td>A Study Of Artemis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our series of Rectangle Intaglio is yet another interesting way to tell these classical stories. Told in this linear fashion, they elude to the passage of time within each story’s context.

This collection offers a wide variety of ways to showcase our individual Rectangle Intaglio.

**Background Options:**
- SIlk: Sea Spray, Lagoon, Navy, Sage, Chartreuse, Maple, Walnut, Espresso
- Velvets: Ivory, Sky, Linens: Muslin, Neutral, Warm Gray, Chalk

**Framing Options:**
- 0041 Black Frame
- 0051 Slate Frame
- 0061 Stone Frame
- 0071 Champagne Frame

**Sizing:**
18”x11”
Specialty Intaglios

**RC600**
The Achaens Gathering For War At Troy
9.25”x2.5”

**RC601**
Agamemnon Leading Troops To Troy
9.125”x2.375”

**RC602**
Achiles, Patroclus And Menelaous Traveling To Troy
9.25”x2.5”

**RC603**
Achaen Warriors Riding To Troy
9.125”x2.5”

**RC604**
Trojan War Depiction
9.125”x2.5”
FRIEZE COLLECTION - (FC)

The Frieze Collection takes our rectangle intagios and presents them as “studies”, creating attractive groupings offered with framing options designed to be their perfect compliment.

Choose your favorite of these Frame styles, Matte Colors, and background fabrics to accent any of the Studies from our Frieze Collection.
Specialty Intaglions

FC625
A Study Of The Battle Of Troy

FC627
A Study Of The Achaeans Procession To Troy

FC626
A Study Of The Achaeans Sacking Of Troy

FC628
A Study Of The Achaeans Preparing To Take Helen Back To Sparta
A Study Of Battle Scenes From Troy

A Study Of The Spartans Parades Of Sacrifices Before War

A Study Of Menelaus Leading The Processions

A Study Of Preparing The War Horses For Battle
A Study Of A Few Of The Aeolians Returning Safely Home

A Study Of The Taking Of Troy Captives To Distant Shores

A Study Of Helen’s Parade After Being Chosen For The Apple Of Discord By Aphrodite

A Study Of Paris Taking Helen, Wife Of Menelaus, To Troy After Paris Fell Under The Spell Of The Apple Of Discord
LUXE COLLECTION - (LC)

This collection was designed with pure sophistication in mind. The luxurious frame (with matching fillet), background and matte options give the Intaglio Studies offered in this collection that certain je ne sais quoi.

Choose your Frame style (includes a matching Fillet) to complement the Special Studies offered with this collection.

Sizing

Specialty 15”x18”

Background Options:
- Matte Background
- Clay Matte

Framing Options:
- 8001 Beaded Gold Frame
- 8011 Beaded Bronze Frame
- 861 Beaded Gold Frame
- Gold Metallic Matte
- Painted to Match
- Painted to Match
- Painted to Match
A Study Of Cupid And Mercury

A Study Of Apollo
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